
DTF
Master Class 

You already have best-in-class 
digital DTF printing equipment. 
Now, you and your business
can be in a class of your own.  

Video Series

The DTF MASTERCLASS VIDEO SERIES
can be purchased independently, or bundled with select DTF PRO printers



Your future. 
Our business.

KISS (Keep It 
Simple... Son)

Your needs and 

On your coach, 
Richard Shannon,
Entrepreneur & Instructor.

The DTF Master Class Content:

Boy, do we mean it!
Chances are you recently got a new
DTF printer or maybe you’ve been
marveling at yours for a while,
already. Whatever it is, now you have
a chance to learn everything there is
to know about the DTF transfer printer
superpowers.

When you acquire a DTF transfer printer,
you don’t just get a “Business-in-a-box”;
you get the ultimate tool to create
marketable and professional finished
products. Of course, along with that come
a host of high-end features that could
likely have Albert Einstein frown.
True. But that’s why Richard Shannon,
your master DTF printing expert put simple
as the guiding principle when designing
the DTF Master Class Video Series.
It’s all hands-on. It’s less storytelling and
more story doing.

You finally got what you wanted: a
DTF transfer printer. Now you need
to squeeze the most value out of it
and you could use a tip or two.
The combination of DTF with software
and digital transfers can be a powerful one
and the DTF Video Series will coach
through what it takes to fully succeed
at creating a wide variety of marketable
finished products, not only apparel but
also hard surface items.

The DTF Master Class Video Series
was specially designed with a single
objective in mind: giving you all the
knowledge needed to inspire you to grow
your business even more.

DTF Printer

The DTF MASTERCLASS VIDEO SERIES
can be purchased independently, or bundled with select DTF PRO printers


